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On March 22, director-general of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Arthur
Dunkel, ruled out total abolition of farm subsidies. He sent a general report on consultations carried
out since the failure of the GATT ministerial conference in Montreal last December to governments
participating in the current Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations. Dunkel has produced
four working documents on the major pending issues in the Uruguay Round agriculture, textiles,
safeguards, and intellectual property rights , which are intended to suggest approaches for
resolution of problems. The document on agricultural trade, still confidential, reportedly adopts
certain perspectives defended by the European Economic Community. Dunkel answers the
subsidies question by ruling out the principle of complete elimination of such payments, calling
for instead, "substantial progressive reductions in agricultural support and protection." He also
says that "Credit will be given for measures taken since the Punta del Este Declaration (1986) which
have contributed positively to the reform program" in agricultural trade. Next, the document
on agriculture reportedly also supports the principle of "special and differential treatment for
developing countries," giving them full latitude to continue direct or indirect support for agricultural
and rural development. In the short term, Dunkel recommends a freeze on agricultural export
subsidies, on domestic supports, and on restrictions on market access. He adds that such steps will
be taken "within the scope of existing legislation" of each country involved. Regarding textiles,
Dunkel suggests that negotiations on the principal issues begin in April, in order to reach, by the
end of the Uruguay Round, agreement "on modalities that would permit the eventual integration
of this sector into GATT." This would mean an end to the Multi-Fiber Agreement, an arrangement
grouping 54 countries and governing 48% of world textile exports. It is to expire on July 31, 1991.
Meanwhile, Dunkel suggested gradual elimination of restrictions applied in connection with the
agreement. Dunkel said little about safeguards and intellectual property rights. (Basic data from
AFP, 03/23/89)
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